HOLISTIC CARE

Patch finds Healing Touch
®
for Animals

by Carol Komitor

Patch, a handsome, orange, bulls-eye tabby,
was adopted by Carol Komitor during a visit to her local shelter. Dropped
off at the shelter after being hit by a car, Patch received a severe injury to
his left eye and muscle damage to his left front leg. After several weeks of
treatment to the eye, the shelter veterinarians were unable to save it and
removed the eye surgically. The cat was ready for adoption.

Carol walked through the adoption center after a non-related meeting
with the shelter officials. It seemed as if Patch was waiting for her.
The bright blue sutures provided indication of his recent enucleation.
His spirit and willingness to connect to a human was remarkable. He
engaged with everyone that walked by, but there seemed to be an
instant bond between Patch and Carol. She wasn’t intimidated by the
loss of his eye and could see through the sutures and found his sweet
and engaging personality.
Carol knew her Healing Touch for Animals® (HTA) skills would assist
Patch with his healing process and help him integrate easily into his
forever new home. She was delighted to bring him in as a wonderful
addition to her family and office environment.
When Patch first arrived home, he spent a couple
days in a small room, behind closed doors, to get
acquainted. Through the door, he and his
new brother, Truman, became fast friends.
During his welcome home, Patch received
daily HTA sessions. The use of the
energy medicine techniques provided
him physical comfort from the pain at
the surgical site and to his left
shoulder and elbow, which were also
injured during his accident. The
enuculation healed quickly and he
soon made his way easily around his
new surroundings. Patch quickly
became a valued member of the
household as Truman accepted him for
a playful and constant friend.

HTA gave patch the energetic balance needed to stimulate healing and
the essential oils offered comfort for his painful elbow and added a
sense of calm to help with all the recent life changes he experienced.
Patch was named upon his arrival home, for Carol’s love of quilting and
for the obvious, bright blue sutures he wore on his face. All in all, Patch
has become a vital part of Carol’s life and he offers loving support for
Truman and everyone who works in the HTA office. As for having
just one eye, he sees perfectly!
Healing Touch for Animals® (HTA) is an energy therapy that supports
the body to self-heal. In HTA, specific techniques are used or applied
to create a balanced energy system and a sense of deep relaxation. All
techniques taught in the program provide the natural
physiological responses needed to heal the body,
mind and spirit. By energetically balancing the
body, HTA is used to help animals who
suffer from illnesses, injuries and those
who are recovering from surgery.
Animals who experience stress related
issues or exhibit behavioral problems
also benefit from HTA.

Traditional veterinary care along with the
HTA techniques including the use of tuning
forks and essential oils, provided Patch a
well-rounded régime of care for a full recovery.
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The energy system of animals is
different than humans. The animal’s
energy system and instinctual
presence allows them a greater
awareness of all things around
them. Their energy system monitors
their safety and allows them to
activate the fight or flight response, if
necessary. Humans on the other hand,
are energetically contained in a smaller
energy system than animals, which is perfect
for the human species to function properly.
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Healing Touch for Animals® combines philosophies,
techniques and applications to promote energy balance
and healing of our animals while providing physical,
emotional, mental and instinctual stability. Stabilizing the
energy system allows the natural regulation of the immune
system which encourages the healing process and promotes
well-being. HTA Practitioners use their intention and
HTA energy techniques to support the animals and work
as a cooperative presence with veterinary medicine.
Through deep relaxation, the HTA techniques help
release endorphins and create a domino effect of body
response and function
that leads to wellness.
“All that I have done
The endorphins
released cause the thus far, has led me to
muscles to relax. The
my life’s work and to
relaxed muscles allow
increased circulation
the joy I experience
which brings more
while
working with
oxygen, nutrients,
animals and their
and hormones into
the body to support
people”, says Komitor.
healing. The increased
circulation also helps
release toxins and helps support healthy cell growth. This
whole process aids the body to support proper immune
Carol Komitor
function and a healthier physical, mental, emotional and
instinctual body. These techniques allow animals to come
into a deeper instinctual presence and knowing of their body.
Carol Komitor, founder of Healing Touch for Animals®, is a Healing
Touch Certified Practitioner and Instructor and holds additional
certifications in massage,
hospital-based massage and
equine massage. She has
studied extensively with
many energy disciplines,
sound therapy and is an
expert in the use of essential
oils for animals. Carol’s
13 year background as a
veterinary technician and
her experience with the
Healing Touch Program™
led her to develop and
teach HTA. Healing Touch
for Animals® was launched
in 1996 and is now an
international certification
program.

Offering illumination,
comfort and clarity
for both you and
your animal
friends.

Renée Takacs, M.A.
Intuitive Healer for
People and Pets

Learn more:

724-625-6693

www.intuitguide.com
renee@intuitguide.com
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